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ABSTRACT

CardioScope is a sonification/auditory augmentation tool in-
tended to support cardiac diagnosis and monitoring. It allows users
to record and visualize synchronized Electrocardiogram (ECG)
and Phonocardiogram (PCG) signals, to sonify the electrical activ-
ity of the heart or to augment the sound produced by its mechani-
cal behaviour. As first step towards a realtime-interactive auditory
augmentation, we here propose an auditory augmentation method
using amplitude modulation that allows users to accentuate spe-
cific segments of the heart sound in order to make pathological
signals from the heart sound more salient. We present a set of
sound examples illustrating the proposed method, and discuss re-
sults of a preliminary qualitative test with two physicians who are
doing their residency in cardiology.

1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of using our listening capabilities to support medical di-
agnosis has been present in humanity for a long time. In 1816
there was a giant leap in this domain when the French doctor René
Laënnec rolled a piece of paper to make a tube that he could place
between his ear and the chest of one of his patients in order to bet-
ter listen to the internal sounds of the body. This moment marks
the invention of the stethoscope. It was also Laënnec who intro-
duced the term auscultation, which means listening to the sounds
of the body for diagnostic purposes. In particular, the heart, the
lungs and the bowel movements are first assessed by clinicians us-
ing auscultation.

Over the years, the stethoscope has become a primary tool for
initial medical assessment. Auscultation is part of the basic phys-
ical exam that physicians carry out whenever they examine a pa-
tient. If they detect an abnormality, they can order further tests to
obtain a deeper insight into the problem. Being able to detect such
abnormalities through auscultation requires training, as the listen-
ing skills need to be developed with practice [1]. Besides the need
to acquire expertise, noise conditions in medical environments can
also increase the challenge of the task.

As medical technology advances, there are new tools that pro-
vide a deeper look to pathologies that are first noticed through
auscultation. Nevertheless, the availability of such tools within
a clinical setting vary greatly, as not all medical centers can afford
the latest equipment, or the location and transportation conditions
can also make it difficult to acquire specific equipment in remote
places. Thus, even with new medical technology developments,

the use of the stethoscope as a primary assessment tool maintains.
First, because its portability and low cost make it easy to acquire
even in remote places, but second, because auscultation makes it
possible to get immediate feedback about the state of the patient,
and thus to proceed accordingly in a proper time frame.

Given our listening abilities and our capabilities to discern
patterns and changes in the signal [2], other forms of auditory
feedback have become an integral part of medical monitoring, an
example of this is sonification. The term sonification was offi-
cially introduced to the research community during the first half of
the nineties by Scaletti and Craig [3] and it was later defined by
Kramer et al. as transforming data into sound with the purpose of
conveying information [4].

In the medical field, sonification is already used as a moni-
toring tool. A well-known example is the pulse oximeter, a de-
vice that measures the oxygen saturation level in the blood and
produces a short duration sound in synchronization with the pulse
rate. The pitch of the sound decreases if the oxygen saturation
level diminishes, thus calling for immediate attention of clinicians.
Current technology developments provide opportunities to inte-
grate auditory tools such as auscultation and sonification to sup-
port medical diagnosis and monitoring.

As already mentioned, the field of auscultation focuses on sev-
eral body systems (respiratory, cardiovascular and gastrointesti-
nal). In this research project, we focus on the cardiovascular sys-
tem 1, which is of particular relevance since according to the World
Health Organization cardiovascular diseases are the first cause of
death in the world [5].

In terms of sonification of cardiac signals, there are already
research efforts to sonify features of electrocardiograms (ECG)
with medical purposes2 [6, 7, 8]. ECG sonification aims to sup-
port diagnosis and monitoring in situations where the visual sense
is already focused on a primary task (e.g., performing a cardiac
procedure) or in situations where the capabilities of the auditory
system could help discern patterns that are not evident in the vi-
sual representation.

Besides sonification and auscultation, there is another approach
that could enhance medical auditory based tools, in particular aus-
cultation. Auditory augmentation is defined by Bovermann et al. [9]
as “a paradigm to vary the objects sonic characteristics such that

1Cardiovascular means that is related to the functioning of the heart,
blood and blood vessels

2Electrocardiograms are visual representations of the electrical activity
of the heart.
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their original sonic response appears as augmented by an artificial
sound that encodes information about external data. All this ma-
nipulation does not affect the sounds original purpose”. In digital
stethoscopes, there are already approaches to enhance the charac-
teristics of the sounds mainly through noise and interference re-
duction and amplification of the signal [10]. However, taking into
account the nature of heart sounds, it is possible to propose other
types of sound enhancement so that the features of interest in the
signal are made more noticeable. Inspiration can be drawn from
auditory contrast enhancement, a method to make intrinsic features
of a sound (or differences between multiple sounds) more salient
so that the underlying information can be better perceived [11].

In this research work, we propose the CardioScope system
that combines ECG and heart sound signals in order to provide
a broader overview about the state of the heart. First we record
synchronized ECG and PCG signals and use the ECG signal as
a reference point to find important segments of the heart sound
signal. In the following section we explain the main character-
istics of ECG signals and heart sounds. The signal acquisition
process is described in Sec. 3. Furthermore, the method for the
ECG-synchronized auditory augmentation of heart sounds is ex-
plained in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we introduce the CardioScope User
Interface that allows users to acquire ECG and stethoscope signals
simultaneously and interactively control basic features of the au-
ditory augmentation in real-time. Finally, a discussion as well as
conclusions are presented in Sec. 7 and Sec. 8.

2. ECG AND HEART SOUNDS

The stethoscope (1816) and the ECG (1903) are two of the earliest
developments for cardiac assessment, they are also two of the most
used methods. The sounds heard through the stethoscope give im-
portant cues about the state of the heart; however in order to give a
precise diagnostic further tests need to be carried out, for example,
electrocardiograms.

2.1. ECG and PCG signals

For the purposes of this research project, the ECG and the phono-
cardiogram and its timely connection play a major role. The car-
diac cycle and the relationship between the electrical impulses dis-
played by the ECG and the heart sounds visualized as the phono-
cardiogram are shown in the Wiggers diagram, Fig. 1, alongside
different pressures and ventricular volume of the heart.

In healthy persons the heart rhythmically pumps blood through
the vascular system of the body to maintain oxygen supply. As
part of the electromechanical coupling electrical impulses initiate
the contraction of the heart muscle and therefore maintain a steady
blood flow. The initiator of electrical impulses is called the sine
node. From the sine node the electrical impulse is transferred via
the atria to the atrioventricular node and further to the ventricles of
the heart. The electrical activity can be visualized by recording an
electrocardiogram (ECG).

Oxygen depleted blood is transported by the venous system to
the heart during the diastole which is the relaxation phase. The
blood enters the right atrium and is forwarded in the tension phase
to the right ventricle. Right atrium and right ventricle are separated
by the tricuspid valve. The right ventricle pumps the blood during
the systole through the pulmonary valve in the pulmonary circula-
tion. The blood enters the lungs and becomes oxygenated before
returning to the left atrium. During the tension phase blood flows

Figure 1: Wiggers Diagram. Image by adh30 revised work by
DanielChangMD who revised original work of DestinyQx from
Wikimedia Commons. Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.

from the left atrium to the left ventricle passing the mitral valve
before finally entering the systemic circulation through the aortic
valve during the systole. The blood becomes distributed via arter-
ies and arterioles to the organs of the body and in the periphery. In
the different parts of the venous and arterial system, pressures can
be measured during different phases of the heart cycle. See Fig. 1.
A stethoscope can be used by medical providers to auscultate heart
sounds. Heart sounds are physiologically generated by the closing
of the heart valves. However, heart sounds are not generated di-
rectly by the valves itself. The sound waves are due to turbulence
caused by their closing.

The first heart sound (S1 or 1st) is produced during the time of
the closing of the mitral and tricuspid valves. See Fig. 1. Since the
closing of the mitral valve precedes the tricuspid valve by a frac-
tion of a second the first heart sound is physiologically split. This
splitting is hard to discriminate for a human ear when auscultating.
The second heart sound (S2 or 2nd) is audible during the closing of
the aortic and pulmonary valve. Normally the aortic valve closes
just before the closing of the pulmonary valve which can also lead
to a splitting of varying duration.

S1 and S2 can be auscultated in healthy adult humans. There
might be additional sounds in adults in cases of pathological con-
ditions or physiologically in children. For example, the third sound
(S3 or 3rd) is considered normal in children or athletes but patho-
logical in adults. S3 is a very low frequency sound produced dur-
ing ventricular filling, a period also known as diastole (See Fig. 1).
The cause of the sound is not yet very clear, it has been said to
be related to volume-overload in the ventricles [12], but latest re-
search has also linked it to the diameter of the mitral valve [13].
Furthermore, there might be heart murmurs which are always re-
ferred to as pathological.

2.2. The ECG signal

The ECG is a visual representation of the electrical activity of the
heart. A standard ECG has twelve leads or channels that depict the
activity of the heart from different angles.
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In each cardiac cycle, the resulting signal depicts a set of inter-
vals and reference points that physicians evaluate in order to detect
anomalies in specific regions of the heart. Figure 2 shows the stan-
dard reference points found in every cycle. The beginning of the
cycle is given by the P wave that represents atrial depolarization,
then there is the QRS complex that represents ventricular depo-
larization. This is followed by the isoelectric ST segment, which
depicts the time between depolarization and repolarization of the
ventricles. Finally, there is the T wave as a result of the ventricular
repolarization.
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Figure 2: ECG standard reference points (P, Q, R, S, J point, and
T), and ST-segment

2.3. Heart sounds

Recordings of heart sounds are known as Phonocardiograms (PCG).
As explained in section 2.1 during the cardiac cycle the heart makes
a set of sounds that result from the vibrations created by the closing
of the valves. Figure 3 shows S1 and S2 during a cardiac cycle.

Figure 3: Heart sound depicting S1 and S2

When an abnormality in the heart sound occurs, it is called
a murmur. Nonetheless some murmurs are considered harmless
[12]. The most common murmurs involve turbulence due to im-
proper closing of the valves after ejection of the blood or due to
obstruction of the valves. Such murmurs cause changes in the
frequency and intensity of the heart sounds. A broader overview
about heart sound murmurs can be found in [14]. Figure 4 depicts
changes in the envelopes of heart sounds when different types of
murmurs are present. For example, case B illustrates a pathology

known as aortic stenosis. This murmur is caused by an obstruction
in the aortic valve (See Sec. 2.1), as a result, the second sound (S2)
is not a clean short duration valve-closing sound as in case A, but
instead it produces a noisy bell-shaped waveform that starts before
the actual closing of the valves.

Figure 4: Heart murmurs. Image by Madhero88 from Wikimedia
Commons. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.

In order to better hear specific murmurs that are related to a
particular heart valve, physicians place the stethoscope in specific
areas of the chest. Common heart auscultation places are shown
in Fig. 5 and are marked with the letters P, A, T and M, indicating
each of the valves (Pulmonary, Atrial, Tricuspid and Mitral) .

3. SYNCHRONIZED SIGNAL ACQUISITION

ECG signals are usually recorded through a medical data acqui-
sition system, while the stethoscope signal can be easily recorded
by a microphone connected to an audio interface. Both are ana-
log electrical signals which can be captured by stereo Analog-to-
Digital Converters (ADC).

For the first prototype, we use the ECG Sensor from the BITal-
ino (r)evolution plugged kit3 [15]. It requires an input voltage Vcc

between 2.0 and 3.5 V (see [16]) which we supply through a 3.7 V
rechargeable battery. Additional Vcc/2 is provided through a sim-
ple voltage divider with two 10 k ⌦ resistors. The ECG sensor then
outputs a value between 0 and Vcc. An additional voltage regulator

3BITalino: https://bitalino.com
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Figure 5: Common heart auscultation locations. Image by Henry
Vandyke Carter via Wikimedia Commons. Derivative work by
Huckfinne. Licensed under CC0 1.0

can produce a stable reference voltage of 3.3 V and would thus the-
oretically allow reconstruction of the absolute voltage values from
the digital signal. However, we omitted this step for the first proto-
type. To create a centered/bipolar audio signal, we rely on the ana-
log DC-removal high-pass filter that is already built into the audio
interface. The centered signal between �Vcc/2 and +Vcc/2 then
sufficiently matches the specification of a +4 dBu line level audio
signal which goes from �Vpeak to +Vpeak, with Vpeak =1.736 V.
A photo of the ECG and stethoscope hardware is shown in Fig. 6.

For stethoscope recording, we use a DocCheck Advance II
dual head stethoscope chest piece attached to a short rubber tubing.
An AKG C417 PP miniature microphone is inserted into the open
end of the tubing and connected to the microphone preamplifier of
the audio interface.

Both ECG and stethoscope signal are recorded by an M-Audio
Mobile Pre USB audio interface. The downside of this procedure
is that the ECG sensor and thus electrodes are electrically con-
nected to the audio interface and thus computer which could in-
troduce additional noise. The electrical connection between the
human body and the audio interface through the ECG electrodes is
no greater risk than a microphone held in the hand.

In the case of medical equipment products, there is a safety
standard that needs to be met when devices are in direct contact
with the patients. If there is an electrical connection to the heart of
the patient the CF type standard needs to be taken into considera-
tion.

4. ECG-SYNCHRONIZED AUDITORY AUGMENTATION
OF HEART SOUNDS

Considering the nature of heart murmurs explained in section 2.3,
we propose ECG-synchronized auditory augmentation as a method
to accentuate segments of interest in the heart sound cycle. The
augmentation is achieved using amplitude modulation. The idea
is to accentuate sound segments that correspond to heart murmurs

Figure 6: ECG and PCG recording system

while attenuating the amplitude of segments that are outside of the
region of interest.

4.1. R-peak detection and heart sounds segmentation

Signals recorded through a stethoscope can be quite noisy. For ex-
ample, moving the stethoscope around the skin or ambient noises
in the medical environment can mask the signal of interest, which
on the one hand can make the auscultation labor more difficult and
on the other hand can make the segments detection in the heart
signal more challenging when using automatic systems.

There are several approaches to perform segment detection in
heart sounds [17]. One of them is to use the ECG signal as a
reference for the segmentation [18, 19] and, since we already have
synchronized recordings of the two signals (ECG and PCG), we
opt to use the ECG signal for the segmentation process.

Taking into consideration the temporal relation between the
electrical and mechanical signals shown in Fig. 1, first, we de-
tect the R-peaks in each cardiac cycle. In order to perform the
R-peak detection, initially we apply a low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 70 Hz to eliminate frequencies that are outside of the
range for ECG diagnostics [20]. Then we implement the method
proposed by Worrall et al. [21] in a time window of 200 ms.4.

Figure 7 depicts the R-peaks detected in one cardiac cycle and
their temporal relation to S1 and S2.

4.2. The amplitude modulation signal

The amplitude modulation signal is calculated for each cardiac cy-
cle. The reference to determine the duration of each cycle are the
R-peaks found in the ECG signal. Once a cardiac cycle in the ECG
signal is detected, we create the amplitude modulation signal for
the current heartbeat with period Ti. In the off-line implementa-
tion the period is calculated based on the time difference between
consecutive R-peaks �tRR. In the real-time implementation, the
interval between subsequent heartbeats can be predicted by apply-
ing a linear regression to a series of past M inter-beat intervals.

4The typical QRS duration for a healthy adult with a heart rate of 60
beats per minute (bpm) is 100 ms
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Figure 7: R-peak detection

We define the amplitude modulation signal in the ith heartbeat
as

modi(t) = (1 � ga) + ga · w

✓
t � � · Ti

↵ · Ti

◆
(1)

for 0 6 t 6 Ti, where ga is the accentuation parameter, � is
the relative time lag before the window starts and ↵ is the relative
window length.

The window w is defined as

w(t) = 0.5 · (1 � cos (2⇡t)) (2)

for 0 6 t 6 1, otherwise 0.

Sound H1 5 corresponds to a heart sound of a healthy sub-
ject recorded using the method described in Sec. 3. The healthy
heart sound is presented in order to provide an auditory reference
of a healthy signal. Next, we present the auditory augmentation
method using pathological data.

In order to test how the ECG-synchronized auditory augmen-
tation method performs in pathological heart sound signals, we
use a selection of heart sounds obtained from the Classifying Heart
Sounds Challenge database [22]. This database contains a series of
recordings including normal sounds, murmurs, extra heart sounds
or artifacts. We selected a group from the murmur category to
create the sound examples.

Sound P1.1 corresponds to a pathological heart sound from
the previously described database. Sound P1.2 is the auditory aug-
mentation of Sound P1.1 using parameters ga = 0.9,� = 0.4
and ↵ = 0.3 (See equation 1). Figure 8 depicts the Sound P1.2
heart sound modulation. This auditory augmentation focuses on
S2, thus making more noticeable the murmur related to these heart
valves (aortic and pulmonary).

A different pathology can be heard in Sound P2.1. In this case,
the murmur is longer than in the previous example, it starts around
S2 and it prolongs until S1. An auditory augmentation of Sound
P2.1, is presented in Sound P2.2. The parameters used for the
augmentation are: ga = 0.9,� = 0.5 and ↵ = 0.4. Figure 9
illustrates the previously described augmentation.

5See section 9 for supplementary material.

Figure 8: Amplitude modulation of Sound P1.1. The original
waveform is shown in cyan color, the modulation signal is pre-
sented in green and the modulated heart sound is shown in black
color.

Figure 9: Amplitude modulation of Sound P2.1. The heart sound
is shown in cyan color, the modulation signal is presented in green
and the modulated heart sound is shown in black color.

5. THE CARDIOSCOPE INTERACTIVE GUI

Auscultation itself is a highly interactive process. Physicians place
the stethoscope at different locations to better hear specific sounds
(See Fig. 5). Furthermore, they can choose between the two sides
of the stethoscope (diaphragm/bell) to accentuate a given frequency
range.

The CardioScope interactive GUI (See Fig. 10) allows users to
acquire and visualize synchronized ECG and PCG signals in real
time. Moreover it provides basic controls to enhance the signal
using filtering and gain controls.

At present, the amplitude modulation method is not yet imple-
mented in real time, however, it is planned to be included in the
next development of the CardioScope application.

5.1. Listening modes and ECG sonification methods

CardioScope has a listening mode module that allows users to se-
lect between three listening options (1) ECG sonification: to lis-
ten to the sonified ECG signal, (2) Stethoscope: to listen to heart
sounds and (3) ECG and stethoscope: which plays the ECG sonifi-
cation on the left channel and the heart sound on the right channel.

The implemented ECG sonification methods are the result of
our previous work, in which we proposed a set of sonification de-
signs focused on arrhythmias6 [8, 23] and the elevation of the ST-

6Rhythm disturbances in the heart
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Figure 10: CardioScope GUI

segment [24] (see Fig. 2), which can be an indicator of myocardial
infarction (MI)7.

6. PRELIMINARY QUALITATIVE TEST

We consulted two physicians who are doing their residency in car-
diology in order to have their opinion about the use of the ECG-
synchronized auditory augmentation method in cardiac ausculta-
tion tasks. The physicians were asked to listen to a set of auditory
augmented heart murmurs and to provide their feedback. Consid-
ering that this is a preliminary step towards the design of a qual-
itative user study, they were not asked to evaluate the interactive
tool. One of the physicians regarded the proposed augmentation
method as helpful, as it was possible to focus more on the patho-
logical heart murmur by attenuating/filtering unwanted sounds in
the heart signal. However, the physician also stated that it is im-
portant to not fully attenuate other sounds within the heart cycle as
then it would be harder to identify which part of the cycle is be-
ing listened to. The other consulted physician had a more doubtful
opinion about the benefit of the proposed method. First, because
there is a traditional way of doing auscultation that hasn’t been
changed in a long time, and adjusting to the new method would
require time from doctors and students. The second argument was
that if a physician listens to what might be a heart murmur, then
there would be a follow-up check using ultrasound or other meth-
ods. However, the proposed augmentation method could then be
helpful in remote areas or countries where they don’t have such
possibilities about the availability of several medical devices.

7Lack of oxygen supply in the heart due to a blocking of the coronaries

7. DISCUSSION

The CardioScope system is a tool to support cardiac diagnostic and
monitoring based on auditory displays. CardioScope aims to pro-
vide a broader overview about the state of the heart by combining
ECG and PCG signals.

Current medical technology developments have made it pos-
sible to create multiple tools for cardiac diagnosis. Most of them
rely on visual feedback, technologies such as echocardiography,
Heart CT scan and Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
are among the most common ones. At present, there is an ongo-
ing discussion about how these new tools could replace the role
of the stethoscope [25, 1]. Nevertheless, it is important to keep
into account that the availability of such tools depend on how well
equipped medical centers are. For example, in remote places ac-
cess to modern medical equipment is rather limited, which raises
the question on how to improve health care conditions in these
communities [26]. In addition, there is a part of the medical com-
munity that believes the stethoscope shouldn’t be replaced but in-
stead used in conjunction with tools of increasing demand such as
portable ultrasound devices for echocardiography [25].

It is known that the human auditory system is a very powerful
tool to detect patterns and changes in the signals, and auscultation
has proved that these abilities can be used in cardiac assessment.
Moreover, the use of ECG sonification as a medical supporting
tool had also shown promising results [7, 24, 23]. Thus Cardio-
Scope serves as a tool that focuses on the powerful abilities of our
listening system and uses different auditory display techniques to
enhance cardiac features. The idea is that physicians can over-
come current challenges in the interpretation of ECG signals that
are a limitation of visual displays and limitations in the auscul-
tation process due to internal and external noises and poor audio
quality. State of the art digital stethoscopes already implement
noise reduction to provide better signal quality, nevertheless there
is still room to improve the quality and salience of signal features
acquired through a stethoscope.

The proposed method of ECG-synchronized auditory augmen-
tation provides new possibilities to the auscultation process, not
only from the diagnostics perspective, but also for educational pur-
poses, since it makes features of interest in the heart sound that are
the cues to the detection of cardiac pathologies more salient. For
example, the proposed augmentation method allows physicians to
emphasize murmurs that derive from specific regions, such as the
mitral and tricuspid valves (S1) or the aortic and pulmonary valves
(S2), thus making such murmurs more noticeable during the aus-
cultation process.

The feedback that we received from the consulted physicians
falls in line with the current medical discussion previously de-
scribed, about the role of the stethoscope and its use in conjunction
with other cardiac medical technologies. On the one hand, the pro-
posed auditory augmentation is regarded as useful as it can atten-
uate unwanted sounds and thus make pathological patterns more
salient, however on the other hand, there are physicians that would
rather rely on the traditional auscultation method or use other tech-
nologies such as echocardiography in order to make a diagnostic.
A reason for that, however, could lie in the fact that the cardiolo-
gists listened to the sonifications outside a closed-interaction loop:
if they would have controlled parameters such as ↵ interactively,
e.g. by adjusting a slider, then it would have been directly clear
when in time the heard sound occurs relative to S1 and the R-peak.
We believe that establishing a closed-loop interaction is crucial for
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acceptance and profitable use of CardioScope.
If the ECG-synchronized auditory augmentation method is in-

troduced as an auscultation tool, a training phase would have to be
made so that medical doctors learn to recognise the patterns using
the augmented method, however, such training is already the base
to learn how to do traditional auscultation. In order to have a better
idea about the scope and limitations of the proposed method, it is
necessary to carry out a user study. We plan to conduct a qualita-
tive user study involving experts from the medical field in order to
determine the significance of the auditory augmentation of heart
sounds in the auscultation task.

In the current system development version the auditory aug-
mentation is not yet implemented in real-time mode. However,
this is plan to be included in the next development. Moreover,
gathering a database of pathological ECG and PCG recordings it
is also one of the future tasks of this project.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced the CardioScope system that allows users to ac-
quire synchronized ECG and PCG signals and listen to the signals
in three different modes: (1) ECG sonification, (2) auditory aug-
mentation of PCG (3) ECG and PCG. Additionally it offers a set
of controls to filter and amplify/attenuate the heart sound signal
in real-time. Furthermore, we presented and auditory augmenta-
tion method for heart sounds based on amplitude modulation to
accentuate specific segments of the signal in order to better detect
pathological sounds.

We regard the combined use of ECG and PCG in CardioScope
as offering a versatile tool, of relative low cost, which could be
applied for cardiac diagnostic in remote areas, and could support
physicians in situations when a visual display is not an ideal option
or when the noise conditions difficult the auscultation task.

A further quantitative user study still needs to be conducted
in order to determine how CardioScope can support physicians in
their everyday activities involving interpretation of ECG signals
and auscultation of heart sounds.

9. RESOURCES

Examples of the segmented amplitude modulation are provided in:
http://dx.doi.org/10.4119/unibi/2938001
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